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We study the low-temperature properties of a one-dimensional spin-1/2 chain of magnetic impurities coupled
to a (normal) metal environment by means of anisotropic Kondo exchange. In the case of easy-plane anisotropy,
we obtain the phase diagram of this system at T = 0. We show that the in-plane Kondo coupling destabilizes the
Tomonaga-Luttinger phase of the spin chain, and leads to two different phases: (i) At strong Kondo coupling,
the spins in the chain form Kondo singlets and become screened by the metallic environment, and (ii) at weak
and intermediate Kondo coupling, we ﬁnd a novel dissipative phase characterized by diffusive gapless spin
excitations. The two phases are separated by a quantum critical point of the Wilson-Fisher universality class with
dynamical exponent z  2.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic structures of atomic size provide the smallest
solid-state systems in which it is possible to store (quantum)
information.1 The possibility of building and manipulating
such atomic-scale magnetic structures has been demonstrated
in recent experiments using scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM),1–5 a fact that paves the way for the realization of spin
devices of nanoscopic size.
Besides the interest in applications, magnetic systems at
the nanoscale constitute an excellent playground to address
fundamental questions in condensed matter physics. For
instance, magnetic impurities inside a metallic host have
shown clear evidences of the Kondo effect in the scanning
tunneling spectra (STS).6–8 The Kondo effect (i.e., the spin
compensation of a localized magnetic moment by conduction
electrons in a metal) is one of the most paradigmatic pheno-
mena in many-body physics.9 On the other hand, magnetic
atoms inside a metal can interact nonlocally via the elec-
tronic medium through the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY) exchange coupling,10 which is responsible for the
magnetic properties of many heavy-fermion materials11 and
for the giant-magnetoresistance effect in layered magnetic
heterostructures.12 Direct evidence of RKKY interaction at
the atomic scale (i.e., among pairs of magnetic Fe or Co
atoms) has been reported recently in STM experiments.4,13
Due to the ability to control the distance between magnetic
atoms using the STM tip, the RKKY interaction can be, in
principle, tuned from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic, and
this oscillating feature has been clearly revealed in recent
experiments showing spin-polarized STM maps.4
By depositing atoms one by one, STM also enables one
to build magnetic structures where the dimensionality is
gradually changed from the zero-dimensional (0D) limit to the
one-dimensional (1D) case. In particular, linear arrays of up to
10 magnetic Mn atoms3 and, more recently, antiferromagnetic
chains made of eight and more Fe atoms14 have been
assembled and analyzed with STM and inelastic electron
tunnel spectroscopy (IETS). From the theoretical point of view,
these low-dimensional magnetic systems are of interest due to
the prominent effect of quantum ﬂuctuations, which inhibit
magnetic order and, at low temperatures, lead to quantum
phases with exotic properties.15
Motivated by the experimental progress described above, in
this work we study a 1D chain of spin S = 1/2magnetic atoms
(i.e., Kondo impurities) embedded in (or, rather, deposited on)
a host such like a metallic surface (cf. Fig. 1). The magnetic
atoms are coupled to each other and to the metallic host by
means of an anisotropic exchange. The anisotropic coupling
between themagnetic atomsmay be regarded as a consequence
of, for example, a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction resulting
from the spin-orbit coupling in the host. From a different
perspective, this system also provides a realization of a 1D
dissipative system, where the interplay between quantum
ﬂuctuations and dissipation can have important consequences
for the quantum phase diagram.16 Examples of other physical
realizations of 1D dissipative systems can be found in, for ex-
ample, resistively shunted 1D Josephson junction arrays,17–22
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids coupled to dissipative baths,23–25
superconducting wires coupled to diffusive metals,24,26,27
and 1D ultracold atom gases embedded in a Bose-Einstein
condensate.28
Using a host of analyticalmethods,which include bosoniza-
tion and renormalization group methods, we investigate the
effects of themetallic environment on the spin chain.AtT = 0,
we predict that the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) phase of
the impurity spin chain will be destabilized by the (in-plane)
Kondo interaction, J⊥K , with the metallic host. Turning on
J⊥K , yields a dissipative phase, whose ground state exhibits
long-range order (LRO) of the in-plane magnetization. Upon
increase of J⊥K , we predict a quantum phase transition towards
a disordered Kondo-singlet phase, where the spins of the 1D
chain are locally screened by the host electrons, and the LRO
along the chain is destroyed.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the model for the anisotropic spin chain coupled to a normal
metal, in Sec. III we show our main results, divided into
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Scheme of the system representing a
S = 1/2 spin chain coupled to a metallic environment through the
Kondo Hamiltonian. The presence of the metallic surface breaks the
rotational and inversion symmetry, inducing in-plane anisotropy.
weak-coupling (Sec. III A) and strong-coupling (Sec. III B)
treatment of the Kondo Hamiltonian, in Sec. IV we present
a summary and conclusions, and ﬁnally, the details of the
calculations are in Appendixes A and B.
II. MODEL
The Hamiltonian of the spin-chain system embedded in a
metallic host can be split into three terms:
H = HC +HF +HK, (1)
where HC =
∑
ij,α,β
˜J
αβ
H (ij ) ˜Sαi ˜Sβj describes the (static) in-
teractions between the magnetic atoms in the chain, HK
accounts for the coupling of the chain to the metallic host,
and HF describes the host electrons. In a real experimental
system the physical origin of the term HC is not always
easy to identify. Although in general the RKKY interaction is
believed to mediate magnetic interactions between magnetic
adatoms deposited on metals [e.g., Co adatoms deposited
on the top of Cu(100) surfaces4,13,29], more complicated situa-
tions, requiring detailed ﬁrst-principles calculations to identify
the source of magnetic coupling, might arise. Determining
the physical origin of HC is, however, beyond the scope
of the present work, andwill not be relevant for our purposes in
what follows.Herewe assume quite generally that the coupling
˜J
αβ
H (ij ) decays with the distance between impurities, allowing
one to truncate the interaction at nearest neighbors. Thus, we
consider the following model:
HC =
∑
j
˜J⊥H
2
( ˜S+j+1 ˜S−j + ˜S−j ˜S+j+1) + ˜J zH ˜Szj ˜Szj+1
+
∑
j
Dzˆ · ( ˜Sj × ˜Sj+1). (2)
For deﬁniteness, we assume here that the index j runs along the
xˆ axis (cf. Fig. 1). The last term in Eq. (2) is a Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interaction, which results from the spin-orbit
coupling of the electrons at the surface of themetallic host. The
symmetry conditions for the DM interaction to exist are rarely
met in the bulk of typical metals. However, for an impurity
chain that lies on a metallic surface where inversion symmetry
is broken, a DM interaction term is in principle expected.30
The above spin-chain model, Eq. (2), can be mapped onto a
1D Heisenberg-Ising (XXZ) S = 1/2 chain by the following
transformation:31
S±j = eiηj ˜S±j , (3)
Szj = ˜Szj , (4)
where η = tan−1(D/ ˜JH ) (0  η  π/2). Thus, Eq. (2) be-
comes
HXXZ =
∑
j
J⊥H
2
(S+j S−j+1 + S−j S+j+1) + J zHSzjSzj+1, (5)
with J⊥H = ˜J⊥H / cos η and J zH = ˜J zH . Although the DM in-
teraction in metallic surfaces is small30 (i.e., D/JH  1),
it can dramatically affect the properties of the spin chain.
In particular, if the initial impurity-chain Hamiltonian (2)
is isotropic (i.e., ˜J⊥H = ˜J z), the above transformation (3)
maps it onto an XXZ spin chain with easy-plane anisotropy:
|J⊥H /J zH | = (cos η)−1 > 1. Therefore, from here on, we shall
focus on the case of the XXZ spin chain with in-plane
anisotropy. Under these assumptions, it is well known that the
low-energy sector of Hamiltonian Eq. (5) maps onto the XY
model, whose spectrum is described in terms of gapless spinon
modes and exhibits power-law magnetic correlations15,32
〈S+j S−j+n〉 ∼ |n|−ν .
The coupling between the XXZ chain and the metal
is described by the following anisotropic Kondo exchange
interaction:9
HK =
∑
j
1
2
J zKS
z
j [c†↑(Rj )c↑(Rj ) − c†↓(Rj )c↓(Rj )]
+ J
⊥
K
2
eiηjS+j c
†
↓(Rj )c↑(Rj ) + H.c., (6)
where Eqs. (3) and (4) have been used. In Eq. (6) every spin Sj
in the chain is coupled to the fermionic spin density of the bath.
The operator c†σ (R) creates an electron with spin projection
σ at position R = (x,y,z) in the metal, and for a chain site
Rj = (ja0,0,0) with a0 the lattice parameter of the impurity
chain. Here we also assume an anisotropic Kondo interaction
with in-plane anisotropy |J⊥K /J zK | > 1.
Finally, the dynamics of the electrons in the metallic host
is described in terms of Landau quasiparticles,
HF =
∑
k,σ
kc
†
σ (k) cσ (k) + · · · , (7)
where k is the electron dispersion and cσ (k) ≡∫
d3R eik.Rcσ (R) is the Fourier transform of the annihilation
operator cσ (R). The dots in Eq. (7) stand for additional
terms, such as spin-obit interactions, whose form needs not be
speciﬁed. An important parameter describing the properties
of the metallic host is the Fermi wave vector kF . In a real
experimental situation, although the magnetic nanostructure
is built on the top of the 2D metallic surface, kF might have
a 3D character due to a nonvanishing overlap with the bulk
conduction states in the metal.8
Intuitively, the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) encodes a competition
between the Heisenberg interaction, which favors correlations
along the spin chain, and the Kondo coupling, which tends to
screen locally the impurity-spins and promotes a nonmagnetic
ground state. Our description is therefore very similar to
the well-known case of heavy-fermion materials described
by the (3D) Kondo lattice model, where this competition
between the Kondo and RKKY interactions is believed to be
responsible for the unusual quantum critical properties and
complex magnetic phase diagram.9,33,34 In that context, it has
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been shown (see, e.g., Ref. 33) that although both interactions
are due to coupling of spins with the same Fermi sea, they can
be treated separately since the RKKY interaction originates
from electronic states deep inside the Fermi sea, while the
Kondo effect is purely a Fermi-surface effect. In our particular
case the interplay between Heisenberg and Kondo interaction
is quite subtle due to the additional effects of plane anisotropy
and reduced dimensionality of the spin chain, leading to
a counterintuitive cooperation effect in a certain regime of
parameters and to a nontrivial phase diagram at T = 0 (cf.
Fig. 3 below).
One should note that our model signiﬁcantly differs from
previous approaches to the 1D Heisenberg-Kondo model
(1DHKM)35–37 or the 1DKondo-lattice model (1DKLM).38–42
Those works assumed entirely 1D situations in which a 1D
electron gas acting as a host is coupled either with a 1D
spin chain (1DHKM) or with a set of independent (0D) spins
(1DKLM), a JH = 0 limit of the 1DHKM. In those works the
1D character of the bath allowed not only for a straightforward
application of 1D methods (e.g., bosonization or DMRG), but
it also contained hidden constrains like spin-charge separation
or a reduction of the Fermi surface only to two points (thus
allowing for a very limited number of scattering channels). In
particular, it was shown that the magnetic scattering on spin
impurities opens a spin gap in the spectrum of the 1D fermionic
bath.36,38,39 This result is in clear contrast with our assumption
in Eq. (7), where we take the higher-dimensional bath to be
unaffected by low dimensional impurities. The principal aim
of those previous works was also different (i.e., to establish
analogies with phases present in heavy-fermion compounds),
as clearly expressed in a review article.40
In contrast, our model is closer to the experimental
situations described in Sec. I, where the spin chain is embedded
in or lies on a higher-dimensional metallic host with a large
Fermi surface and large Fermi energy. Consequently, in our
work many of the above-mentioned constraints existing in
the entirely 1D geometry are released. The reason why this
drastically changes the physics of the problem results from
the absence of the Nozie`res’ “exhaustion” problem:43 In our
case, a higher-dimensional bath ensures the presence of enough
conduction electrons to screen the magnetic impurities on the
scale ∼k−1F (cf. Sec. III B below for details). One should
keep in mind that taking the higher-dimensional bath is at
the core of this paper and is in fact crucial to justify the
local approximation in Sec. III B (i.e., independent local-bath
approximation).
In the following, we explore the quantum critical properties
of model Eq. (1) at low energies and for different regimes of
parameters J⊥H ,J
z
H ,J
⊥
K , and J
z
K . Throughout we shall use units
where h¯ = 1.
III. RESULTS
A. Weak coupling scaling analysis
In the regime where the Heisenberg coupling J⊥H dominates
(i.e., J⊥H is much larger than J⊥K and J zK ), a good starting point
is to treat the Kondo coupling HK [cf. Eq. (6)] as a small
perturbation to the isolated spin-chain HamiltonianHXXZ [cf.
Eq. (5)]. In this case, Hamiltonian Eq. (5) can be studied within
the framework of Abelian bosonization,15 which allows one to
map it onto the continuous XY Hamiltonian,
HXXZ = 12π
∫
dx
[
u
K
(∇	)2 + uK(∇
)2
]
+ · · · (8)
Here 
(x),	(x) are conjugate canonical ﬁelds obeying the
usual commutation relations [
(x),∇	(x ′)] = iπδ(x − x ′).
These ﬁelds are continuous in the scale of a0, the original
lattice spacing in the chain, and are related to the original spin
operators by (cf. Ref. 15):
S±j = a0S±(xj ) =
e∓i
(xj )√
2π
[eixj π/a0 + cos 2	(xj )], (9)
Szj = a0Sz(xj ) = −
a0
π
∇	(xj ) + e
ixj π/a0
√
π
cos 2	(xj ), (10)
where xj = ja0 is the position of the j th spin. The
model (8) describes 1D gapless spinon excitations in the
transverse direction propagating with velocity u, and is
parametrized by the dimensionless Luttinger parameter,44,45
K = [ 2
π
arccos(−J zH/J⊥H )]−1, which determines the decay
of the correlation functions in the chain, for example,
〈S+(x)S−(0)〉 ∼ |x|−1/2K . The isotropic Heisenberg model is
recovered for the particular value K = 1/2. As discussed
above, in this work we focus on the regime of easy-plane
anisotropy, which corresponds to the condition that K > 1/2.
The ellipsis in (8) stands for additional perturbations, such
as the sine-Gordon term ∼cos 4	(x), which are irrelevant in
the renormalization-group (RG) sense for K > 12 and will be
neglected.
The continuum limit of the Kondo Hamiltonian, Eq. (6),
reads
HK =
∫
dx
J zK
k3F
Sz(x)sz(x)
+
∫
dx
J⊥K
2k3F
[eiqDMxS+(x)s−(x) + H.c.], (11)
where we have deﬁned wave vector qDM ≡ η/a0 associated
with the DM interaction, and introduced the factors of the
Fermi momentum kF in order for the Kondo couplings to have
dimensions of energy. We have also deﬁned the spin-density
operator of the host electrons as
sa(R) ≡
∑
σ,σ ′
c†σ (R)
[
σ a
2
]
σ,σ ′
cσ ′(R), (12)
with σ a (a = x,y,z) the Pauli matrices. From Eqs. (10)
and (11) we note that the operator ∇	(x) couples to the
uniform component of the spin density in the electron gas
szu(x) ≡ sz(x), and the operator cos 2	(x) couples to the
staggered component szs (x) = eixπ/a0sz(x). On the other hand,
the operator e−i
(xj ) couples to the staggered magnetization
s−s (x) = eixπ/a0s−(x). These contributions to Eq. (11) have
different scaling dimensions, and we treat them independently
in the following analysis.
Next, we assess the stability of the TLL phase, which is
described by Hamiltonian in Eq. (8). To this end, we consider
the leading order corrections to the free energy per unit
of length in the impurity spin chain. The technical details
of this calculation can be found in Appendix A. We shall
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not pursue the stability analysis beyond the leading order
in this work, as our focus here is on the phase diagram
in the K > 1/2 (i.e., J⊥H > J zH ) regime, for which, as the
following discussion demonstrates, there is only one relevant
Kondo coupling, namely J⊥K . Amore complete analysis will be
reported elsewhere.46 To leading order in theKondo couplings,
for temperatures T  J⊥H , we ﬁnd
F
L
= g2z,u
KAzu
26π2u2kF
T 3 (13)
+ g2z,s
Azs
24kF a20π3
(πa0
u
)2K
T 1+2K (14)
+ g2⊥,s
A⊥s
25kF a20π3
(πa0
u
)1/2K
T 1+1/2K, (15)
whereL → ∞ is the impurity chain length and the dimension-
less couplings gz,u ≡ J zK/vF kF , gz,s ≡ J zK/vF kF , and g⊥,s ≡
J⊥K /vF kF have been introduced; Azu, Azs , and A⊥s are nonuni-
versal numerical coefﬁcients. As explained in Appendix A,
Eqs. (13)–(15) reﬂect the fact that the metallic host exhibits an
Ohmic spectrum of magnetic excitations over a broad range of
momentum transfer along the spin-chain direction. This means
that themetallic host contributes toF effectively as if it was a
local fermionic bath, that is, the spin-spin correlation function,
χab(R1 − R2,τ1 − τ2) ≡ −〈Tτ sa(R1,τ1)sb(R2,τ2)〉0, behaves
effectively as a “local” function χab(R1 − R2,τ1 − τ2) ∝
δR1,R2/(τ1 − τ2)2 (cf. Sec. A). We will come back to this point
in Sec. III B.
The stability of the TLL phase with respect to the
perturbation HK can be now assessed by comparing the
scaling with temperature of F and the free energy of
the spin-chain chain F0, when decoupled from the envi-
ronment, which behaves as15,47 F0 ∼ T 2. Thus we look for
divergences in the perturbative corrections to F/F0 as the
temperature is gradually decreased towards the ground state
(i.e., T = 0). From (15), it can be seen that the term ∝ g2⊥,s
yields a divergent contribution to F/F0, which signals an
instability of the TLL phase.
To make contact with the renormalization group (RG),
we shall deﬁne the effective couplings gz,u() ≡ gz,ue−(1/2),
gz,s() ≡ gz,se(1/2−K), and g⊥,s() ≡ g⊥,se(1/2−1/4K), where
 ≡ ln (0/T ) and 0 ∼ J⊥H is the high-energy cutoff for the
effective low-energy description of the spin chain in terms of
Eq. (8). Decreasing the temperature a bit towards the ground
state (i.e., T = 0) can be regarded as an inﬁnitesimal change
of  →  + δ, and the corresponding change (“ﬂow”) of the
effective couplings can be described by the following set of
differential equations:
dgz,u()
d
= −1
2
gz,u(), (16)
dgz,s()
d
= 1
2
(1 − 2K)gz,s(), (17)
dg⊥,s()
d
= 1
2
(
1 − 1
2K
)
g⊥,s(). (18)
Alternatively, we can regard these equations as describing the
change in effective (dimensionless) couplings of an equivalent
(coarse-grained) system with a reduced high-energy cutoff
() = e−0. This interpretation means that for in-plane
anisotropy where K > 1/2, the couplings gz,u() and gz,s()
decrease as the system is coarse grained by integrating out
the high-energy degrees of freedom and become irrelevant (in
the RG sense). In other words, the terms in HK proportional
to those couplings yield subleading corrections and therefore
can be neglected as T → 0. On the other hand, g⊥,s() is
a relevant (in the RG sense) perturbation, which, as T → 0
yields a dominant correction and destabilizes the TLL phase
of the spin chain described by Eq. (8). Note that both gz,s()
and g⊥,s() have the same scaling dimension at the Heisenberg
point (K = 1/2), where they are marginally relevant, and a
higher order perturbative analysis is required to fully assess
the stability of the TLL phase.46
Note that the physics described by Eqs. (16)–(18) can be
mimicked by an inﬁnite set of fermionic baths, each bath
being locally coupled to only one impurity spin (cf. Fig. 2),
which yields a local (i.e., momentum independent) Ohmic
spin response: for example,χ+−(x,τ ),χzz(x,τ ) ∼ δ(x)/τ 2. As
will be discussed in the next section, this model allows us to
treat the relevant Kondo coupling J⊥K in a nonperturbative
way. In particular, it captures the important (nonperturbative)
feature that themagneticmoment of the impurities will be fully
screened by the metallic environment at large J⊥K  J⊥H . In
the above analysis, the need for a nonperturbative treatment is
evidenced by the fact that even an inﬁnitesimal value of J⊥K will
destabilize the TLL phase for in-plane anisotropy (K > 1/2).
However, different from the single-impurity Kondo problem,
we will see below that the RG ﬂow does not proceed from the
TLL phase into a strong coupling Kondo-screened phase in a
straightforwardmanner, but rather, another phase of dissipative
nature intervenes between the TLL and the Kondo phase.
B. Strong coupling analysis
1. Derivation of an effective 1D model
As mentioned before, when J⊥K ﬂows to strong coupling,
the perturbative RG approach used in Sec. III A is no longer
valid, and we need to study the physical properties of the
spin chain in a different way. The approach used in this
section is motivated by the following arguments: (i) The
analysis made in the previous section and in the Appendix A
indicates that the most relevant coupling of the spin chain
to the metal arises from the local sector of the spin response in
the metal and, (ii) at strong coupling, for a 2D or 3D host,
the interference of two Kondo screening clouds belonging
x
y
KJ
HJ
FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the spin chain coupled to the
metallic host, after the independent-bath approximation. Due to the
locality of the dynamic spin susceptibility, which decays on distances
of the order of ∼k−1F , the interference of Kondo-screening clouds is
negligible in the limit kF a0  1.
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to spins located at a distance a0 decays rapidly when a0 is
of the order of a few Fermi wavelengths (i.e., ∼ k−1F ).48–50
In our case, the higher dimensionality of the metallic host
as compared to the spin chain allows one to rule out the
well-known exhaustion problem51 and the spins in the chain
can be considered as independently screened in the regime
kF a0  1. Experimentally, this is conﬁrmed by the behavior
of the STS Fano line shapes in magnetic Co atoms deposited
on Cu(100) and separated by distances a0 > 8 A˚, which
are identical to the single-impurity STS line shapes.13 This
is an important difference with respect to the strictly 1D
Kondo-lattice model, where the single Kondo-impurity limit
is reached only at distances a0  ξK ∼ vF /TK .38 Since the
Kondo temperature is an exponentially small energy scale, in
the purely 1D geometry the single-impurity regime is only
reached at extremely dilute impurity-spin concentrations.49,50
In our model, the larger dimensionality of the metallic host
suggests that, in the regime where kF a0  1, it is reasonable
to approximate the Hamiltonian HF in Eq. (7) by a set of
independent fermionic baths (i.e., semi-inﬁnite 1D chains; cf.
Fig. 2) coupled to each spin in the chain Si , that is,
HF  −t
∑
ijσ
c
†
i,j,σ ci,j+1,σ + H.c., (19)
where the index i(j ) runs along the xˆ(yˆ) axis. This is a
minimal model that captures the competition between Kondo
and Heisenberg interactions. Note that this approximation is
consistent with the local limit of Sec. III A.
In the regime kF a0  1, an electron at the Fermi energy
cannot distinguish between neighboring individual spins.48,52
Therefore, in that case assuming a local fermionic bath
for each impurity may appear to be a rather uncontrolled
approximation. However, whether this approximation breaks
down or not in that regime will be the subject of future
research.46 Actually, we may regard the model resulting form
Eq. (19) as a good starting point for such further investigations.
The advantage of the independent-bath approximation
Eq. (19) is that it allows one to use powerful analytical
methods which have been applied successfully to describe
the single Kondo-impurity problem. In the following, we
implement the Abelian bosonization approach to the Kondo
problem.15,47,53–55 To avoid confusion with the previous
Sec. III A, note that here bosonization is implemented to
describe the fermionic 1D chains, and not the spin chain. At
low energies the Hamiltonians HF and HK become in the
bosonic representation,55
HF =
∑
i,ν={c,s}
vF
4π
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
(∇φRi,ν(y))2, (20)
HK =
∑
i
− 2δs
πρ0
Szi
∇φRi,s (0)√
2π
+ J
⊥
K b0
2
[
S+i
e−i
√
2φRi,s (0)
2πb0
+ S−i
ei
√
2φRi,s (0)
2πb0
]
, (21)
where the chiral ﬁelds φRi,c(y),φRi,s(y) obey the commuta-
tion relations [φRi,ν(y),φRj,η(y ′)] = iπsign(y − y ′)δi,j δν,η, and
are related to charge and spin density ﬂuctuations through
the relations ρi(y) = − 1π ∇φRi,c(y) and si(y) = − 1π ∇φRi,s(y),
respectively.15 In Eq. (20) vF is the Fermi velocity, and in
Eq. (21) δs = tan−1(πρ0J zKb0/4) is the scattering phase shift
associated with the potential J zKS
z
i /2, ρ0 = (2πvF )−1 is the
conduction electron density of states at the Fermi energy, and
b0 is the lattice parameter in the fermionic chain. For simplicity
we assume these parameters to be identical for all chains. We
then introduce the (Emery-Kivelson) unitary transformation:54
U = exp
[
−iγ
∑
i
Szi φ
R
i,s(0)
]
, (22)
under which the bosonic ﬁeld ∇φRi,s(y) and the spin operator
S+i transform as
U†∇φRi,s(y)U =
[∇φRi,s(y) + δ(y)2πγSzi ], (23)
U†S+i U = S+i eiγ φ
R
i,s (0). (24)
Upon this transformation, the model Hamiltonian Eq. (1)
transforms as ˜H = U†HU = ˜HF + ˜HK + ˜HXXZ , with
˜HF = HF , (25)
˜HK =
∑
i
− 2
˜δs
πρ0
Szi
∇φRi,s(0)√
2π
+
∑
i
J⊥K b0
2
[
S+i
e−i(
√
2−γ )φRi,s (0)
2πb0
+ H.c.
]
, (26)
˜HXXZ =
∑
i
J zHS
z
i S
z
i+1 +
∑
i
J⊥H
2
eiγ [φ
R
i,s (0)−φRi+1,s (0)]S+i S
−
i+1
+H.c., (27)
where we have deﬁned ˜δs ≡ δs − πγ/2
√
2. Note that in the
transformed representation, the quantum dynamics of the bath
[represented by the chiral ﬁeld φRi,s(0)] appears explicitly in
the Heisenberg term ∼J⊥H (S+i S−i+1eiγ [φ
R
i,s (0)−φRi+1,s (0)] + H.c.).
Physically, this means that the Heisenberg interaction is now
“dressed” by the spin-density ﬂuctuations of the electron
gas. Note that the independent-bath model (19) is crucial to
implement bosonization along the chains, and to put these
ideas on a clear mathematical framework.
Up to now the parameter γ appearing in Eq. (22) remains
completely arbitrary.Wenow set γ = √2 inEqs. (26) and (27),
and the transformed Hamiltonians simplify to
˜HK =
∑
i
− 2
˜δs
πρ0
Szi
∇φRi,s(0)√
2π
+ J
⊥
K
2π
Sxi , (28)
˜HXXZ =
∑
i
J zHS
z
i S
z
i+1
+ J
⊥
H
2
ei
√
2[φRi,s (0)−φRi+1,s (0)]S+i S
−
i+1 + H.c., (29)
where now ˜HK is equivalent to the spin-boson model with
Ohmic dissipation,56–58 with ˜δs related to the dissipative
parameter α in the context of macroscopic quantum coherence
throughα = (2˜δs/π )2, andwith the in-planeKondo interaction
playing the role of a magnetic ﬁeld along the x axis hx =
−J⊥K /2π . That model describes a quantum phase transition
from a phase with a “frozen” spin state (either Szi = +1/2 or
Szi = −1/2) for α > 1, to a phase with an “untrapped” spin
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state for α < 1, where spin-ﬂips induced by Sxi proliferate.
The strong-coupling regime of the single-impurity Kondo
Hamiltonian therefore corresponds to this last case, where (not
too close to the transition) the Kondo temperature is56,59,60
TK ∝ J⊥K
(
J⊥K b0
vF
)α/(1−α)
. (30)
The special case α = 0 (i.e., ˜δs = 0) was analyzed by
Kotliar and Si in Ref. 55 and represents a particular limit where
˜HK can be diagonalized in the eigenbasis |±〉i of the operator
Sxi (i.e., “Toulouse point II” in Ref. 55). Note that the condition
˜δs = 0 implies that the original phase shift is δs = π/2, corre-
sponding to the unitary limit J zKb0/vF → ∞. Unfortunately,
the unitary limit is not consistent with the well-known local
Fermi-liquid description of the strong-coupling Kondo ﬁxed
point.43 Intuitively, in the limit ˜δs = 0 the coupling to the
bath vanishes and ˜HK reduces to a Zeeman Hamiltonian,
which is not equivalent to the Kondo problem.15 However, as
shown by Kotliar and Si, a physically correct description of the
strong-coupling limit is recovered by performing second-order
perturbation expansion in ˜δs .55 Physically, this is equivalent to
reintroducing the coupling to the bath.
In the case of plane anisotropy, the Kondo couplings satisfy
J⊥K > J
z
K . This implies that in order to perform an expansion
around the point ˜δs = 0, the microscopic parameters of the
model should be in a regime such that strictly speaking the use
of bosonization is not justiﬁed (i.e., the interactions are of the
order or bigger than the Fermi energy). However, since this
approach has been shown to successfully capture qualitatively
the main features of the strong-coupling Kondo ﬁxed point,55
we expect our approach to be correct only at a qualitative level.
In addition, since ˜δs ≈ 0 implies α ≈ 0, we will use Eq. (30)
to identify TK  J⊥K in what follows.
An effective low-energyHamiltonian valid near ˜δs = 0, and
for the case where the Kondo interaction dominates over the
Heisenberg exchange, that is, J⊥K  {J⊥H ,J zH } can be obtained
expanding Eq. (28) at order ˜δ2s and projecting onto the lowest
energy level on each site |−〉i ,
˜H′K ≡ P− ˜HKP− = −
∑
i
1
4
(
2˜δs
πρ0
)2 (2π
J⊥K
)(∇φRi,s(0)√
2π
)2
,
(31)
where we have introduced the projector operator on the
subspace spanned by |−〉i [i.e., P− ≡
∏
i(|−〉i〈−|i)], and
where we have neglected a constant term J⊥K /2π . The effective
magnetic ﬁeld hx opens a gap of size  = hx in the spin
excitation spectrum and consequently the spin degrees of
freedom are “frozen” in the lowest energy conﬁguration
|−〉i . In contrast, spin-density ﬂuctuations in the bath remain
gapless and their dynamics becomes dominant at low energies.
Projecting ˜HXXZ onto this basis yields
˜H′XXZ ≡ P− ˜HXXZP−
=
∑
i
J⊥H
4
cos
√
2
[
φRi,s(0) − φRi+1,s(0)
]
. (32)
In this representation, the Heisenberg term J⊥H (S+i S−i+1 + H.c.)
induces an effective interaction between neighboring baths,
encoded in the term∼ cos√2[φRi,s(0) − φRi+1,s(0)]. This is an
important result in our work, complementary to the situation
analyzed in Sec. III A, where the opposite limit J⊥H  J⊥K was
studied. In that case, the bathwas integrated out, andwe studied
the stability of the TLL phase to leading order in perturbation
theory. Here, we do just the opposite: We keep the degrees of
freedom of the bath and eliminate the spin degrees of freedom.
Although a general derivation of an effective low-energy
model (i.e., for an arbitrary value of γ ) is beyond the scope
of the present work, it is worth noting that the effective
coupling between fermionic baths that appears in Eq. (32)
is a general physical feature that does not depend on our
particular derivation for γ = √2. This can be understood
using, for example, similar arguments as those leading to
the Nozie`res’ local Fermi liquid.43 Indeed, when J⊥K  J⊥H ,
a natural approach is to start from the Kondo singlets at
neighboring sites i and i + 1, that is, |Gi〉 and |Gi+1〉,
respectively, where|Gl〉 = (|⇑〉l|c†l0,↓〉 − |⇓〉l|c†l0,↑〉)/
√
2. The
perturbation H′ = −t∑l={i,i+1}(c†l1,σ cl0,σ + H.c.) acting on
these neighboring singlets produces virtual excitations to the
nl0 = 1 triplet subspace, at order (t/J⊥K )2 on each one of them.
Eventually, the Heisenberg interaction J⊥H (S+i S−i+1 + H.c.)
restores the initial singlet ground states |Gi〉 and |Gi+1〉
and, as a net result, virtual processes generate an effective
spin interaction ∼J⊥H (t/J⊥K )4(c†i,1,↑ci+1,1,↓ + H.c.) between
the second sites in the chains i and i + 1. Bosonizing
this induced effective interaction yields a term of the form
∼ cos√2[φRi,s(0) − φRi+1,s(0)], analogous to Eq. (32).
In order to derive an effective 1D model, we integrate out
of the modes φRi,s(y) for y = 0. This can be done exactly using
the functional integral representation of the partition function,
and generates a term of the form ∼|ωm| in the effective action,
which stems from the (Ohmic) dissipation induced by the
coupling to local bath (cf. Refs. 15 and 61 for details). The
resulting Euclidean action of the system reads
S ′ = S ′0 + S ′H , (33)
S ′0 =
∑
i
[∑
ωm
|ωm|
4πβ
|ϕi(iωm)|2 +
∫ β
0
dτ
(∂τϕi(τ ))2
2πE0
]
, (34)
S ′H =
∑
i
∫ β
0
dτ
J⊥H
4
cos[ϕi(τ ) − ϕi+1(τ )], (35)
where we have deﬁned the more compact notation for
local ﬁeld ϕi ≡
√
2φRi,s(y = 0), and where we have used the
equation of motion of chiral ﬁelds (i.e., ∂τϕi − ivF∇ϕi = 0)
to express ∇ϕi in terms of ∂τϕi . In addition, in Eq. (34) we
have deﬁned the parameter:
E0 ≡ J
⊥
K
4˜δ2s
, (36)
where the singularity at ˜δs = 0 is a consequence of the
unphysical unitary limit mentioned above.
Note that the effectivemodel Eq. (33) is formally equivalent
to the action of a 1D Josephson-junction array with local
Ohmic dissipation, with ϕi the phase of the superconducting
order parameter at site i, J⊥H the Josephson coupling, and E0
the charging energy with respect to the ground.19,62 It can be
also brought to a form equivalent to a 1D O(2) dissipative
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quantum rotor model if we write it in terms of Ni(τ ) =
( cosϕi(τ ), sinϕi(τ )).24,63–65 The fact that Hamiltonian Eq. (1)
can be mapped (in the limit J⊥K ,J zK  J⊥H ,J zH ) to these
dissipative models is an important result of our work which
shows interesting underlying connections between apparently
different physical situations.
To appreciate the physical consequences of the effective
model in Eq. (33), we concentrate on the transverse spin
correlation function C+−(n,τ ) = 〈TτS+i+n(τ )S−i (0)〉. In the
transformed representation, this correlation is evaluated as
(cf. Appendix B) C+−(n,τ ) = 〈Tτ eiϕi+n(τ )e−iϕi (0)〉. Near the
strong-coupling single-impurity Kondo limit J⊥K  {J⊥H ,J zH },
we obtain the result [cf. Eq. (B14)] C+−(0,τ ) ∼ τ−2, as
expected for the local Fermi-liquid description of the Kondo
problem.43,55 This slow decay is a consequence of the Ohmic
dissipation term ∼|ωm| in Eq. (34), inherited from the
dynamics of the semi-inﬁnite fermionic chain. This behavior
is consistent with the strong-coupling Kondo picture where, at
long times, the spin degrees of freedom are merged with those
of the fermion bath.55 On the other hand, the exponentially
decaying nonlocal correlation [cf. Eq. (B15)],
C+−n (n,0) =
1
2
e−n/ξc
n + 1 , (37)
with ξc ≡ 1/ ln | 8eγEπ E0J⊥H | the correlation length (where γE =
0.577 . . . is the Euler gamma constant), indicates that the spins
are not spatially correlated beyond a distance ξc, supporting
the idea that in this limit the spin chain realizes a disordered
phase of nearly independent Kondo singlets.
2. Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling and RG analysis of the
effective ψ4 theory
The properties and phases of action (33) can be investigated
introducing an auxiliary bosonic ﬁeld ψi(τ ) to decouple the
Heisenberg term J⊥H (cf., e.g., Refs. 66–68):
J⊥H
4
∑
i
∫ β
0
dτ cos[ϕi(τ ) − ϕi+1(τ )]
→
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
i,j
ψ∗i (τ )[J−1]ijψj (τ )
− 1
2
∫ β
0
dτ
∑
i
[ψ∗i (τ )eiϕi (τ ) + ψi(τ )e−iϕi (τ )], (38)
where we have deﬁned the matrix [J]ij ≡ 18J⊥H (δi,j+1+δi+1,j ).
Then, the partition function reads Z = Z0
∫ D[ψ] e−S[ψ],
where
S[ψ] =
∑
i,j
∫ 1/T
0
dτ ψ∗i (τ )[J−1]ijψj (τ )
− ln
〈
exp
1
2
∑
i
∫ 1/T
0
dτ [ψ∗i (τ )eiϕi (τ ) + H.c.]
〉
0
,
(39)
is the effective action for the auxiliary ﬁeld ψi(τ ). Here, the
notation 〈. . . 〉0 means average with respect to the local action
(34). A cumulant expansion of the last term in Eq. (39) to order
Disordered Kondo Phase
S 0
Dissipative Phase
S 0
J K ΔK
2
Luttinger liquidK c 1 2 J H
J K
FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic T = 0 phase diagram of the
dissipative 1D Kondo-Heisenberg spin chain. The thick blue line at
J⊥K = 0 corresponds to theTomonaga-Luttinger liquid phase,which is
unstable against a small perturbationJ⊥K . The dashed line is the critical
line separating a phase of disordered Kondo singlets (upper white
area), from a dissipative phase (shaded bottom area), characterized
by gapless diffusive spin excitations. In this phase, at T = 0, the
dissipative dynamics induced by the metallic environment stabilizes
long-range order in the transverse magnetization.
ψ4 yields
S[ψ] = T
2Ni
∑
q
G−10 (q)|ψq|2 +
u
4!
∑
i
∫ 1/T
0
dτ |ψi(τ )|4,
(40)
where the compact notationq = (k,ωm), withωm ≡ 2πmT the
bosonic Matsubara frequencies,69 has been used, and where
Ni is the number of spins. Here we have deﬁned the Gaussian
propagator,
G−10 (q) ≡ r +
4
J⊥H
k2 + πe
−2γE
E20
|ωm|, (41)
where
r ≡ 8
J⊥H
− 1
2
∫ β
0
dτ eiωmτ 〈Tτ ei	m(τ1)e−i	m(τ2)〉0 (42)
= 8
J⊥H
− πe
−γE
2E0
, (43)
u ≡ c
E30
, (44)
with c = 21.8 . . . a numerical coefﬁcient. At the mean-ﬁeld
level [i.e., the saddle-point approximation to Eq. (40)], this
model describes a QPT when J⊥H reaches the critical value
J⊥H,c ≡ 16E0/πe−γE ∝ J⊥K / ˜δ2s . In Fig. 3 we show schemat-
ically this critical line as a dashed black line, separating
the disordered phase with 〈ψi〉 = 0, corresponding to the
disordered Kondo phase described in Sec. III B [cf. Eq. (37)],
from the ordered phase with 〈ψi〉 = 0. Physically, when
J⊥H > J
⊥
H,c theHeisenberg interaction is large enough to induce
long-range coherence in the transverse magnetization 〈S+i 〉 ∝〈eiϕi 〉 ∝ 〈ψi〉 along the spin chain. On the other hand, when
J⊥H < J
⊥
H,c the “charging” term E0 induces large quantum
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ﬂuctuations of the ﬁeld ϕi (i.e., local spin ﬂips induced by
the term J⊥K ) and therefore tends to destroy the ordered state.
In this representation, the competition between the couplings
J⊥K and J⊥H becomes transparent.
Beyond themean-ﬁeld level, the quantum critical properties
of this model, generalized to describe an N -component
ﬁeld {ψα(x)} = {ψ1(x),ψ2(x), . . . ,ψN (x)} in d dimensions,
are well known and have been studied in the context of
antiferromagnetic instabilities of Fermi liquids,67,70 using the
framework of the Hertz-Moriya-Millis theory.71–73 This theory
describes quantum ﬂuctuations of the order parameter ψα(x),
with critical dynamical exponent z = 2, around the Gaussian
ﬁxed point [i.e., u = 0 in Eq. (40)]. A standard momentum-
shell RGprocedure, performing a two-loop expansion inu, and
in the small parameter  = 4 − D, where D = d + z, allows
one to obtain the RG-ﬂow equations for the parameters of
model (40),67,70
dr()
d
= 2r() + u()N + 2
6
AD
1 + r() , (45)
du()
d
= u() − u2()N + 8
6
AD
(1 + r())2 , (46)
where AD = 2π (D/2)/(d/2) [with (x) the Euler gamma
function] is the surface area of the D-dimensional sphere, and
where the units are such that the high-energy cutoff of the
theory (40) is  = 1. For  small and positive (d < 2), this
RG ﬂow is controlled by a Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point located
at r∗ = −(N + 2)/2(N + 8), u∗ = 6/AD(N + 8).
The stability of the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point can be
studied upon expansion of Eqs. (45) and (46) in the small
deviations δr = r − r∗, δu = u − u∗, and allows one to
obtain the eigencoupling equation dwi/d = λiwi , (i = 1,2),
with eigenvalues λ1 = 2 − (N + 2)/(N + 8) +O(2) and
λ2 = − +O(2), determining the critical exponents of the
transition.67,70 Although for d = 1 the parameter  = 4 −
(d + z) = 1, which is not small, recent quantum Monte
Carlo simulations65 have shown evidence of a QPT in XY-
spin chains subject to local Ohmic dissipation, with critical
exponents in good agreement with those predicted using the 
expansion.65,70
In the ordered phase 〈ψi〉 = 0 occurring for J⊥H > J⊥H,c,
since the U(1) symmetry of Eq. (39) is spontaneously broken,
a Goldstone mode arises from smooth ﬂuctuations of the
phase of the order parameter ψi  |ψi |eiϑi , and it becomes
necessary to check the stability of the ordered phase. To that
end, we return to Eq. (40) and perform an expansion in small
ﬂuctuations of the phase δϑi = ϑi − ϑ0, around an arbitrary
value ϑ0. At Gaussian order in δϑi we obtain the effective
action,
Seff[ϑ] = 12
1
βNi
∑
q
G−1eff (q)|ϑ(q)|2, (47)
G−1eff (q) =
πe−2γEψ20
E20
|ωm| + 4ψ
2
0
J⊥H
k2, (48)
where G−1eff (q) is the propagator of the Goldstone mode,
and where ψ0 is the saddle-point solution of Eq. (40). This
propagator describes a gapless phase characterized by diffusive
(z = 2) excitations of the ﬁeld ϑ(q), and by correlation func-
tions C+−(x,τ ) ≡ 〈TτS+(x,τ )S−(0)〉 decaying as C+−(x,0) ∼
|x|−1 at long distances, and C+−(τ ) ∼ |τ |−1/2 at long times
(cf. Appendix B2). Using Eq. (47) to evaluate the average of
the order parameter 〈ψi〉 = ψ0〈eiϑi 〉 = ψ0e− 12 〈ϑ2i 〉, we obtain
the result,
〈ψi〉 = ψ0 exp
[
−
(
eγE
2π
)2 2E0
ψ20
√
J⊥H E0
]
(at T = 0).
(49)
Interestingly, due to the presence of the dissipative term
∼|ωm|, the (Gaussian) ﬂuctuations of the spin chain are
strongly suppressed relative to the isolated (XY) chain. In-
deed, contrary to the case of isolated 1D systems, quantum
ﬂuctuations do not destroy the LRO because the effective
dimensionality of the quantum system is D = d + z = 3,
larger than the critical dimension Dc = 2 determined by
the Gaussian theory for the Goldstone mode Eq. (47). Note
that this is not in contradiction with the Mermin-Wagner
theorem,74 which predicts the destruction of LRO at T = 0
in 1D systems with short-range interactions. In our case,
due to the presence of a higher-dimensional fermionic bath
which induces long-ranged (imaginary) time correlations, the
system cannot be considered strictly one-dimensional. There-
fore, the Mermin-Wagner theorem is not applicable to our
system.
At this point, it is interesting to note the connection with the
weak-coupling TLL description of Sec. III A, which becomes
apparent using, for instance, the self-consistent harmonic
approximation (SCHA) method.75 This method consists of
ﬁnding the optimal propagator G−1trial(q) of a trial Gaussian
action, such that the variational free energy of the system is
minimized. For the case of Sec. III A, when K > 1/2 the only
relevant variable is the ﬁeld 
 (x), describing the transverse
spin excitations of the spin chain weakly coupled to the metal,
and consequently the trial action writes compactly as Strial =
1
2βL
∑
q G
−1
trial(q)|
(q)|2. Herewe do not show the derivation of
the SCHA equations, and refer the reader to Refs. 24 and 26,
where this method was applied to closely related 1D TLL
systems in contact to dissipative baths. The optimal propagator
is G−1trial(q) = η|ωm| + K(uk2 + ω2m/u)/π , with η ∼ J⊥K . The
similar forms (in the limit q → 0) of G−1trial(q) and G−1eff (q)
in Eq. (48) suggests that the dissipative gapless phase with
z = 2, obtained in the strong-coupling regime, is also stable
in the weak-coupling regime (see lower part of Fig. 3). The
thick solid line at the bottom (i.e., J⊥K = 0) corresponds to
the gapless TLL phase described by the Hamiltonian (8). As
shown by the RG ﬂow Eq. (18), this line is unstable against a
vanishingly small perturbation J⊥K .
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the quantum critical prop-
erties of a S = 1/2 spin chain described by the anisotropic
XXZ Hamiltonian (5), coupled to a metallic environment
via the anisotropic Kondo model (6). From the theoretical
point of view, this model is related to the well-known
Kondo-lattice model, which is relevant to the description of
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(higher-dimensional) heavy-fermion systems.9 In addition, it
also encodes an interesting interplay between quantum spin
ﬂuctuations, enhanced by the one-dimensional geometry, and
dissipation due to the Kondo coupling to the metallic environ-
ment. From the point of view of experimental systems, this is
a relevant model for the description of linear arrangements of
magnetic impurities built on the top of clean metallic surfaces
by the means of STM techniques (see Fig. 1).3,14
We study the model Eq. (1) in different regimes of
parameters using various analytical approaches (i.e., Abelian
bosonization, renormalization-group method, analysis of the
Ginzburg-Landau functional, etc.), and obtain the quantum
phases at T = 0.
There are two crucial assumptions in our work: (A) the
presence of easy-plane anisotropy in HXXZ and HK , that
favors the couplings in the plane of the metallic surface.
In real systems, this assumption is physically reasonable
due to the presence of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions
(induced by spin-orbit coupling at the surface of metals)
which break the SU(2) invariance, and enhance the transverse
Heisenberg coupling J⊥H [cf. Eq. (3)].30,31 Other physical
mechanisms producing other types of anisotropy, such as
magnetocrystalline effects in the metallic host are beyond the
scope of the presentwork.76,77 (B)The different dimensionality
between the spin chain and the metallic environment, which
allows one to assume the presence of enough Kondo-screening
conduction electrons per spin in the chain.
In Sec. III A we set the stage by investigating the weak-
coupling regime J⊥K  J⊥H (see Sec. III A), whereHK can be
considered a perturbation to the isolated spin chain. In that
case, we derive a set of RG-ﬂow equations [cf. Eqs. (16)-(18)]
at ﬁrst order in the parameters J⊥K and J
z
K . This RG ﬂow
is determined by the value of the Luttinger parameter K
of the chain, and is drastically different from the RG ﬂow
expected for the single-impurity Kondo problem.9 Far away
from the isotropic SU(2) point K = 1/2, while J zK becomes
an irrelevant coupling (in the RG sense), J⊥K becomes relevant
and destabilizes the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid ﬁxed point
(cf. thick bottom line in Fig. 3). This situation is analogous to
other TLL systems coupled to a dissipative environment.24,26
Closer to the symmetric point K = 1/2, the effect of the
irrelevant coupling J zK becomes more important and higher-
order perturbation analysis is required to study the RG ﬂow of
parameters. An important point about the scaling analysis of
Sec. III A is that it indicates that the most relevant contribution
(in the RG sense) to the free energy F comes from the
local sector of the spin response of the metal (this is discussed
in detail in Appendix A). At this stage the only assumption
made about the bath is that it has not been affected by (weak)
coupling J⊥K .
In the opposite limit J⊥K  J⊥H (cf. Sec. III B), we consider
the problem starting from the limit of decoupled Kondo-
screened impurities. Due to the higher dimensionality of the
metallic host as compared to the spin chain, there are always
sufﬁcient conduction electrons to screen the impurity spins
and the exhaustion problem51 never appears in the present
situation. This allowed us to perform a crucial approximation,
the “independent bath approximation,” which amounts to
neglect interference between neighboring Kondo clouds and
to consider each spin as independently screened. Using this
approximation, we show that the effective model for coupled
Kondo impurities [cf. Eq. (33)] is formally equivalent to
that of a 1D Josephson-junction array with on-site Ohmic
dissipation, which is known to undergo a quantum phase
transition as a function of the dissipation parameter.19 To
extract the properties of the spin chain in this limit, we
derive an effective Ginzburg-Landau theory [cf. Eq. (40)]
in terms of a U(1) bosonic Hubbard-Stratonovich ﬁeld ψi ,
and study the critical properties around the Gaussian ﬁxed
point.67,70 Physically, the order parameterψi describes LRO in
the transverse magnetization 〈S+i 〉 ∝ 〈ψi〉 along the direction
of the spin chain. In the limit J⊥K  J⊥H , the system is
characterized by a vanishing order parameter 〈ψi〉 = 0, which
we interpret as a manifestation of a disordered Kondo-singlet
phase, where the spins are screened by their local fermionic
bath. Upon the increase of J⊥H , the system experiences a
QPT (dashed line in Fig. 3) towards a phase with LRO,
characterized by a nonvanishing order parameter 〈ψi〉 = 0 at
T = 0. Interestingly, the dynamics of the emerging Goldstone
mode [cf. Eq. (47)] is not able to destroy the mean-ﬁeld
solution, which would be the usual situation for isolated 1D
systems. This anomaly occurs due to the dissipative character
of this mode.
It would be very interesting to verify our predictions on
experimental level. Experimentally, the phase diagram could
be studied with STM techniques either by varying the strength
of the Kondo exchange coupling (i.e., by growing the 1D spin
chain on the top of a decoupling layer3), or by changing the
distance between spins,13 which has the effect of changing
the magnitude and sign of the exchange interaction. More
accurate predictions for the possible experimental observables
are at present under progress.46
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APPENDIX A: LEADING CORRECTIONS TO THE
SPIN-CHAIN FREE ENERGY
We begin by considering the partition function,
Z = Tr e−(H0+HK )/T = Z0
〈
Tτ e
− ∫ 1/T0 dτHK (τ )〉
0, (A1)
where Z0 ≡ Tr e−H0/T is the partition function of the uncou-
pled host-chain system, and H0 = HXXZ +HF [cf. Eqs. (8)
and (7)], and τ is theMatsubara imaginary time.69 The average
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〈A〉0 ≡ Tr [e−H0/TA]/Tr [e−H0/T ] stands for the thermody-
namic average of an operator A over the Gibbs ensemble
deﬁned byH0.
The free energy of the system (removing the
bath contribution) is given by F − F0 = −T ln(Z/Z0) =
−T ln〈Tτ e−
∫ 1/T
0 dτHK (τ )〉0. Upon expanding the exponential to
the lowest nontrivial order, we obtain the leading free-energy
correction,
F = −T ln
[
1 + 1
2!
∫ 1/T
0
dτ1dτ2〈TτHK (τ1)HK (τ2)〉0 + · · ·
]
= −T
2
∫
dr1dr2
[(
J zK
k3F
)2
〈TτSz(r1)Sz(r2)〉0χzz(r12) + 2
(
J⊥K
2k3F
)2
〈TτS+(r1)S−(r2)〉0χ−+(r12)
]
+ · · · , (A2)
where we have introduced the compact notation r ≡ (x,τ ) and r12 ≡ r1 − r2. We have also deﬁned the host spin-response
function, χab(R1 − R2,τ1 − τ2) ≡ 〈Tτ sa(R1,τ1)sb(R2,τ2)〉0 − χab0 (R1 − R2), χab0 (R1 − R2) being the static part of the spin
response of the host, which has been already included in the static spin-chain exchange couplings J⊥H and J
z
H , determining the
Luttinger parameter K . In deriving the above expression, we have used the U(1)×Z2 symmetry of the XXZ chain, which implies
that 〈Tτ [S+(r1)S+(r2)]〉0 = 〈Tτ [S−(r1)S−(r2)]〉0 = 0, etc. Thus, even if the spin response of the metallic host lacks the in-plane
spin-rotation [U(1) ] symmetry of the spin chain due to, for example, spin-orbit interactions [i.e., χxy(R,τ ) = 0, etc.], the leading
corrections to the free energy are insensitive to it. However, one factor that complicates the weak-coupling analysis is the fact
that the spin correlation functions of the host electrons have very different behavior as compared to the spin correlators of the
uncoupled spin chain. In particular, the conformal invariance (e.g., homogeneous scaling upon space and time rescaling) present
in the XY model [Eq. (8)] implies the spin correlators of the uncoupled chain read15
〈TτSz(r)Sz(0)〉0 = − K4π2
[ (
πT
u
)2
sinh2
(
πT (x+iuτ )
u
) + H.c.
]
+
cos
(
πx
a0
)
a20π
(
πT a0
u
)2K
sinhK
(
πT (x+iuτ )
u
)
sinhK
(
πT (x−iuτ )
u
) , (A3)
〈TτS+(r)S−(0)〉0 =
cos
(
πx
a0
)
2πa20
(
πT a0
u
)1/2K
sinh
1
4K
(
πT (x+iuτ )
u
)
sinh
1
4K
(
πT (x−iuτ )
u
) , (A4)
where we have kept the leading terms at large distances and
times. The uniform component of S+j [∼e−i
(x) cos 2	(x)] is
less relevant than the staggered part [∼eixπ/a0e−i
(xj )] and will
be neglected in what follows.
Estimating the temperature dependence of the various
contributions to Eq. (A2) is possible analyzing the spin-
response function in the electron gas at long times and
distances. In Fourier representation, this reduces to studying
the polarization functionχab(Q,ωn) near the point(Q,ωn) = 0,
with Q = (Qx,Qy,Qz) the 3D wave vector in the metal. As
is well known,69 this point is singular and consequently the
limits Q → 0,ωn → 0 do not commute, despite the fact that,
in the present case, the singularity is expected to be smoothen
by an integration over the momenta perpendicular to the spin
chain. Consequently, we only need to retain the wave vector
Qx parallel to the spin chain. Let us ﬁrst study the response in
the regime Qx = 0,ωn → 0. From general considerations, for
a normal Fermi liquid, the long time dynamics in this regime is
dominated by particle-hole excitations, which yield an Ohmic
behavior:
χabx (Qx,ωn) ∝ f (Qx)|ωn|, (A5)
for a wide range of momentum transfer Qx < 2kF . Here
we have deﬁned χabx (Qx,ωn) ≡
∫
dQydQz χ
ab(Q,ωn), and
f (Qx) is a smooth function of Qx presenting no singularities.
Thus, after Fourier transformation one obtains
χabx
(
Qx,τ  ω−1c
) ∝ f (Qx) T 2
sin2(πT τ ) , (A6)
with ωc  EF . The lattice parameter of the spin chain a0
determines a characteristic wave vector Qx  a−10 , and the
result in Eq. (A6) can be interpreted as the Ohmic response
arising from a slab of metal of width ∼a0, constituting the
“local” environment seen by each spin in the chain. This
behavior has to be compared with the response in the opposite
regime ωn = 0,Qx → 0,
χabx (Qx,ωn) ∝ g(ωn)Q2x, (A7)
which for an electron gas in the diffusive limit78 results in the
stronger decay with distance,
χabx (x  a0,ωn) ∝
g(ωn)
x3
. (A8)
Based on these qualitative arguments, we conclude that the
most relevant contribution to F arises from time decay in
Eq. (A6), and we neglect the more irrelevant effects coming
from Eq. (A8).
Using these approximations in Eq. (A2) yields
F
L
= g2z,u
KAzu
26π2u2kF
T 3
+ g2z,s
Azs
24kF a20π3
(πa0
u
)2K
T 1+2K
+ g2⊥,s
A⊥s
25kF a20π3
(πa0
u
)1/2K
T 1+1/2K, (A9)
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where we have deﬁned the dimensionless couplings gz,u ≡
J zK/vF kF , gz,s ≡ J zK/vF kF , and g⊥,s ≡ J⊥K /vF kF , and where
Azu, A
z
s , and A⊥s are nonuniversal numerical coefﬁcients.
APPENDIX B: SPIN-SPIN CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Starting from the original spin representation (i.e., before
the rotation U), the transverse spin correlator is deﬁned as
C+−n (τ ) ≡ 〈TτS+i+n(τ )S−i (0)〉H (B1)
=
∫ D[S] e−SeHτ S+i+ne−Hτ S−i∫ D[S] e−S , (B2)
where the average is takenwith respect to the total Hamiltonian
of the system Eq. (1). The correlation function is a physical
quantity that does not depend on our particular choice of
representation. Using the transformation U , the Hamiltonian is
transformed as in Eqs. (25) and (26), while the spin operators
become U†S+i U = S+i eiγ φ
R
i,σ (0) [see Eq. (24)]. Thus,
C+−n (τ ) = 〈Tτ (U†eHτU)(U†S+i+nU)
× (U†e−HτU)(U†S−i U)〉 (B3)
= 〈Tτ e ˜Hτ S+i+nei γ√2 ϕi+ne− ˜Hτ S−i e−i γ√2 ϕi 〉 (B4)
= 〈TτS+i+n(τ )ei γ√2 ϕi+n(τ )S−i (0)e−i γ√2 ϕi (0)〉 ˜H. (B5)
Imposing γ = √2, and near the strong-coupling Kondo
ﬁxed point, the Hamiltonian ˜H maps onto Eqs. (31) and (32)
(the conduction electron term HF is not changed since it
doesn’t depend on spin operators). We therefore eliminate
the spin degrees of freedom in the correlation function and
obtain
C+−n (τ ) = 〈Tτ eiϕi+n(τ )e−iϕi (0)〉 ˜H′ (B6)
=
∫ D[ϕ] e−S ′[ϕ]eiϕi+n(τ )e−iϕi (0)∫ D[ϕ] e−S ′[ϕ] , (B7)
where the averages are now taken with respect to the effective
action Eq. (33).
1. Spin correlators in the disordered Kondo-singlet phase
In the disordered “Kondo” phase J⊥K  {J⊥H ,J zH }, the
Heisenberg coupling J⊥H in S ′H Eq. (35) is a suitable expansion
parameter to compute the correlation function. Explicitly
C+−n (τ ) =
∫ D[ϕ] e−S ′0[ϕ]−S ′H [ϕ]eiϕi+n(τ )e−iϕi (0)∫ D[ϕ] e−S ′0[ϕ]−S ′H [ϕ] (B8)
=
∫ D[ϕ] e−S0{∑m=0 1m! ∏mj=1 [ ∫ β0 dτj J⊥H42 (∑l eiϕl+1(τj )−iϕl (τj ) + H.c.)]}eiϕi+n(τ )−iϕi (0)∫ D[ϕ] e−S0[ϕ]{∑m=0 1m! ∏mj=1 [ ∫ β0 dτj J⊥H42 (∑l eiϕl+1(τj )−iϕl (τj ) + H.c.)]} , (B9)

(
J⊥H
42
)n 1
n!
∫ β
0
dτ1dτ2 . . . dτn 〈Tτ eiϕi+n(τ )e−iϕi+n(τn)eiϕi+n−1(τn) . . . e−iϕi+1(τ1)eiϕi (τ1)e−iϕi (0)〉0, (B10)
where we have truncated the perturbative expansion at
leading order. This is to be expected, since the Heisen-
berg term only couples nearest neighbors, and therefore
spins at a distance of n sites only become correlated at
order (J⊥H )n in the perturbative expansion. The product〈Tτ eiϕi+n(τ )e−iϕi+n(τn) . . . e−iϕi+1(τ1)eiϕi (τ1)e−iϕi (0)〉S ′0 can be cal-
culated using Wick’s theorem. For compactness in notation,
we deﬁne the (local) two-point correlation function,
F (τ ) ≡ 〈Tτ eiϕm(τ1)e−iϕm(τ2)〉0 (B11)
 1(
E0τ√
a
)2 + 1 (at T = 0), (B12)
where a is a numerical factor a = 4e−2γE  1.261 . . . , and its
Fourier transform,
F (ωm) ≡
∫ β
0
dτ eiωmτF (τ )
= πe
−γE
E0
exp
[
−|ωm|2e
−γE
E0
]
. (B13)
Then, the expression for C+−n (τ ) compactly writes
C+−n (τ ) =
{( J⊥H
22
)n 1
β
∑
ωm
eiωmτ [F (ωm)]n+1. n > 0,
F (τ ). n = 0,
(B14)
One particularly interesting case is the local dynamical
correlation C+−0 (τ ) ∝ τ−2 [cf. Eq. (B12)], which encodes the
properties of a local Fermi liquid. Another one is the static,
nonlocal correlation,
C+−n (0) =
1
2
e−n/ξc
n + 1 , (B15)
where we have deﬁned the correlation length ξc ≡
1/ ln | 8eγE
π
E0
J⊥H
|.
2. Spin correlations in the ordered phase
In the ordered phase, the dynamics of the spin chain is
effectively given by the action of the Goldstone mode Eq. (47).
With thisGaussian action, and using the saddle-point equations
in Eq. (39) to express eiϕi (τ ) = ψ∗i (τ ), we can calculate the spin
correlation in Eq. (B6) as
C+−n (τ ) = 〈Tτ eiϕi+n(τ )e−iϕi (0)〉 (B16)
= (−1)nψ20 〈Tτ e−iϑi+n(τ )eiϑi (0)〉 (B17)
= (−1)nψ20 e−
1
2 〈Tτ [ϑi+n(τ )−ϑi (0)]2〉, (B18)
where the factor (−1)n comes from the antiferromag-
netic correlations induced by the coupling J⊥H > 0,79 and
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where
〈Tτ [ϑi+n(τ ) − ϑi(0)]2〉 = 1
βL
∑
k,ωm
1 − eika0n−iωmτ
π
e2γ
ψ20 |ωm|
E20
+ 16ψ20 k2
J⊥H
. (B19)
We study this correlation function in two different limits:
the local limit n = 0 and τ = 0. In the ﬁrst case we
have
〈Tτ [ϑi(τ ) − ϑi(0)]2〉 = 1
βL
∑
k,ωm
1 − e−iωmτ
π
e2γ
ψ20 |ωm|
E20
+ 16ψ20 k2
J⊥H
, (B20)
=
(
1
8π
)2
J⊥H
ψ20
∫
dωdk
1 − e−iωτ
π
16e2γ
J⊥H |ω|
E20
+ k2
,
(B21)

(
1
2π
)2
πeγ (J⊥H )3/2E0√
28ψ20
1√
τ
, (B22)
where we have introduced the short-time cutoff τ0. With
similar tools it can be shown that the static correlation decays
as 〈Tτ [ϑi+n(0) − ϑi(0)]2〉 ∼ |n|−1.
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